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General Comments

The examination consisted of ten objective testing questions in Section A, worth 20 marks overall and six
questions in Section B, one worth 20 marks, three 10 mark questions and two 15 mark questions. All questions
were compulsory.

Presentation of written questions was generally good, with many candidates using the breakdown of the
requirement to provide sub-headings to their answers.

Good exam technique was shown by most candidates within the calculation questions where even if mistakes
were made, candidates continued to the end so gaining method marks for the calculation and any conclusion
marks that were available.

Specific Comments – Section A

I reiterate here what I have said in past examiner’s reports, that it is imperative that candidates practice the MCQ
style questions, as a good mark here provides a solid base from which to attempt Section B.

Candidates should be aware that they do not lose marks for incorrect answers, and therefore no question within
Section A should be left unanswered - it is always worth taking a guess!

The following calculation, worth 3 marks, was not well attempted by candidates.

Z Co, a retailer, expects sales to be $60,000 in July and $45,000 in August.

Gross profit is 40% of sales and closing payables are budgeted to be 30% of purchases for that month.

No inventory is held.

What are the cash payments expected to be made to suppliers in August?

A $24,300

B $27,000

C $29,700

D $36,000

In reading the question through, candidates should realise that they are asked for payments to suppliers, but it is
sales figures that are provided, so profit needs to be stripped out. In this case the gross profit is 40% of sales
(note that in this case the profit information is given as a margin on sales, not a mark up on costs) so the cost of
sales for each month will be 60% of the sales, $36,000 for July and $27,000 for August. As there is no
inventory, the cost of sales will also be the purchases made for the month.
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A substantial minority of candidates got this far in the calculation and took the purchases made in August of
$27,000 as the cash payments and so answered B.

However, as there are closing payables each month, purchases made from a supplier will not be the same as
cash payments made to the supplier (unless opening and closing payables are the same figure). So candidates
needed to calculate closing payables for July and August. The question states that closing payables are budgeted
to be 30% of purchases, so closing payables will be $10,800 for July (these will also be the opening payables at
the beginning of August) and $8,100 for August.

Calculating the cash payments to suppliers in August is done by taking the opening payables for August, adding
purchases for August, and deducting August's closing payables i.e. $10,800 + $27,000 - $8,100 = $29,700
so the answer is C.

This type of calculation is not only examined fairly regularly in Section A, but can also form part of a Section B
question on cash budgeting, so it is worth candidates ensuring that they are fully conversant with the technique.

Specific Comments – Section B

Candidates need to ensure that they take the time when they are studying to read articles that are written for
FFM as well as past examiner reports.

In 2015 an article was written on incremental cash flows which had worked examples and gave candidates an
approach they could use if they were asked for incremental cash flows. In the report for the June 2016 exam,
there was a comment that the investment appraisal question could have been approached by calculating the
incremental cash flows.

In the December 2016 exam, candidates were explicitly asked to use the incremental flows when calculating the
net present value relating to a decision on advertising. This should have resulted in candidates producing one net
present value calculation. However the majority of candidates produced two net present value calculations, one if
the advertising did not take place, and one if the advertising did take place.

If candidates took this approach, they could still gain many marks and pass the question, but the question would
take longer to answer and candidates then put themselves under self imposed time pressure for the rest of the
paper.

It was pleasing though that the comment in the June 2016 examiner report regarding workings being shown
does appear to have been heeded as workings were usually clearly shown and referenced into the net present
value calculation, and this allowed method marks to be awarded.

Candidates need to ensure that they learn the whole syllabus. Some FFM questions require candidates to apply
their knowledge to a scenario, but others are a 'straight test of knowledge'. A ten mark question on types of debt
was such a test of knowledge, but unfortunately many candidates did not have the required knowledge to earn
these 'easy marks'.

Candidates need to read each part of the requirement carefully. In a question on assessing creditworthiness of a
new customer, where parts 'a' and 'b' had examined the net asset turnover ratio, part 'c' required candidates to list
five pieces of information that would be included in a trade reference that was requested for the new customer.
Rather than listing the information requested, many candidates listed ratios that could be used to assess
creditworthiness, e.g. current ratio, quick ratio, etc.
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Conclusion

The FFM paper has a broad syllabus, and candidates must have enough knowledge of the whole syllabus to deal
with the questions. To question spot is a high risk strategy as questions will be spread over all the learning
outcomes. Candidates should also ensure that they study articles that are written and in the exam, read the
requirements carefully.


